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ABOUT
Now gearing up for its 20th anniversary, the ideacity
thought-leadership conference brings together some of
the brightest minds to present and discuss innovations,
ideas and technological breakthroughs that are on the
cusp of transforming our world. Recorded in high
definition in front of a live audience over 3 days,
ideacity talks are promoted year round, racking up
nearly 10M minutes of watchtime on YouTube alone.
Back in 2000, in partnership with TED founder Richard
Wurman, Canadian media pioneer Moses Znaimer
launched ideacity with a vision of delivering a TED-like
experience to Canadians in the country's largest
metropolis. Having spoken at TED already and as the
architect of iconic TV channels including CityTV, CP24,
MuchMusic and Bravo, Moses quickly recognized the
appetite for ideacity content.
ideacity 2019 (June 19 - 21) will celebrate 20 years of
the program with some bold predictions for the future.

ATTENDED BY AN ELITE AUDIENCE

2K+
attendees
over 3 days

85%
have university level
or post-graduate
degrees

75%
are decision-makers
(business owners, CEOs,
senior executives)

WHY THEY COME
■ Opportunity to get a jump on new and emerging

technologies, trends and innovations
■ Unparalleled speaker access
■ Unforgettable parties and networking

PAST SPEAKERS
Speaking as subject matter experts and passionate advocates on a variety of topics, ideacity speakers range from thought-leaders to business moguls, politicians to
adventurers, futurists to academics, all who share one common trait - they thrive on breaking the status quo. Here are just a few of the past speakers to grace the stage.
Randy Zuckerberg
Former Director of Market Development
Facebook. ■ Dot complicated

Justin Trudeau
Canadian politician and current Prime
Minister of Canada ■ Thinking Broadly

Peter Diamandis
Engineer, physician, and entrepreneur
■ The Future

Frank Gehry
World-renowned Canadian Architect
■ Architectural works retrospective

Nick Halla
Chief Strategy Officer at Impossible Foods
■ What makes meat unique?

Don Tapscott
Founder, Blockchain Research Institute
■ Blockchain Revolution: Canada’s Time
to Lead

Margaret Atwood
Award-winning poet, novelist and literary
critic ■ Books in the Digital Age

Deepak Chopra
Author, public speaker, alternative medicine
advocate ■ The Entanglement of Mind, Body
and Environment

BECOME A SPONSOR
■ Align with an innovation and thought leadership platform
■ Connect with a highly desirable audience
■ Year-round engagement via branded video content
■ Tailored on-stage speaking opportunities (select sponsorship levels)

TICKET PACKAGES
Take advantage of group discounts for ideacity tickets when you buy 6 or
more passes to the conference. Whether you are a small/medium business,
Fortune 500 company or an educational institution, ideacity offers a
compelling reason to participate.
■ Employee engagement - Reward top performing staff and team members
■ Sales - Celebrate clients and engage prospects
■ Recognition - Recognize top students and alumni from your institution
■ Networking - Leverage unique networking opportunities for your group

“ideacity is a win-win deal for Boston Scientific. I can give my top
performers unique and highly valued rewards and they return to
work brimming with energy and new ideas”
– Tony Gibbons, President-Global, Boston Scientific

IN-KIND PARTNERS
From products for the conference to gifts for
prizing, we welcome unique, relevant in-kind
partners to join us at ideacity.
Past in-kind partners have included:

THE VENUE
Koerner Hall, Toronto
The Royal Conservatory of Music’s Koerner Hall is
a 1,135-seat space designed in the tradition of the
classic “shoebox” venues of Europe. Built without
compromise and with a mission to provide
acoustic perfection, the Hall lends itself perfectly
for filming as well as providing a unique and
intimate experience for the live audience.
Conveniently located in downtown Toronto, this
venue is both easily accessible via public transit
and close to hotels and fine dining in Yorkville.

CONTACT
Yohan Mathew
VP, Shows and Conferences
yohan@ideacity.ca
416.937.2224

